TIMELINE

• 1965 THE PRIME MINISTERS OF NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND MEET FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 43 YEARS.
• 1965 CANADA ACQUIRES A NEW FLAG.
• 1965 BEATLES COME TO SAN DIEGO
• 1966 CARIBBEAN BARBADOS GETS COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE FROM BRITAN
• 2000 START OF A NEW CENTURY
• 2001 9/11 ATTACK
WORKS
• IT DOES NOT DO TO DWELL ON DREAMS AND FORGET TO LIVE.” — ALBUS DUMBLEDORE (HARRY POTTER)

• "HEY! MR. ENGLISH GUY! I THINK YOUR EGG IS HATCHING." — JACOB (FANTASTIC BEASTS)

• “TO HURT IS AS HUMAN AS TO BREATHE.” — J.K. ROWLING, THE TALES OF BEEDLE THE BARD
SUMMARY

- HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER’S STONE IS ABOUT A BOY NAMED HARRY POTTER WHO FINDS OUT HE IS A WIZARD. HIS PARENTS WERE KILLED BY YOU KNOW WHO (LORD VOLDEMORT). HE LIVED WITH AUNT AND UNCLE UNTIL HE WAS 11. A STAFF MEMBER AT HOGWARTS NAMED HAGRID CARRIED HARRY POTTER TO HIS UNCLE’S WHEN HE WAS A BOY AND HELPED HARRY GET HIS SCHOOL SUPPLIES. HOGWARTS IS A SCHOOL OF WITCHCRAFT AND WIZARDRY. HARRY BECOMES GREAT FRIENDS WITH RONALD WEASLEY A WIZARD AND HERMIONE GRANGER A MUD BLOOD. A MUD BLOOD IS A WIZARD BORN IN A FAMILY WITH NO WIZARDS IN THE FAMILY. HARRY GETS SORTED INTO THE GRYFFINDOR HOUSE BY THE SORTING HAT. HE BECOMES A QUIDDITCH SEEKER. HE DEFECTS LORD VOLDEMORT ON QUIRRELL. HE ALSO HELPS WIN THE HOUSE CUP FOR GRYFFINDOR.
BIOGRAPHY

• J.K. ROWLING WAS BORN ON JULY 31, 1965 IN YATE GENERAL HOSPITAL NEAR BRISTOL, UNITED KINGDOM.
• SHE GREW UP IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND AND IN CHEPSTOW, GWENT, IN SOUTH-EAST PART OF WALES. WALES IS 4 HOURS WEST OF LONDON.
• HER FATHER WAS WORKED AT ROLLS ROYCE AS AN AIRCRAFT ENGINEER. J.K. ROWLING’S MOTHER ANNE, WAS A SCIENCE TECHNICIAN IN THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY AT WYDEAN COMPREHENSIVE. SHE ALSO HAS A SISTER DIANNE ROWLING WHO IS 23 MONTHS (1 YEAR 11 MONTHS) YOUNGER.
• SHE ATTENDED THE ST. MICHAEL'S PRIMARY SCHOOL IN WINTERBOURNE.
• HER FIRST BOOK SHE ROTE AT THE AGE OF 6 CALLED THE RABBIT ABOUT A RABBIT.
• SHE ATTENDED EXETER UNIVERSITY. AND ACCORDING TO JKROWLING.COM SHE HAD A $50 LATE BOOK FEE.
• SHE WAS A TEACHER IN THE EDINBURGH CITY SCHOOLS.
• IN 1998 THE FIRST HARRY POTTER BOOK WAS PUBLISHED IN THE U.S. SCHOLASTIC.
• IN 2001 THE FIRST HARRY POTTER MOVIE WAS MADE BY WARNER BROS.
• SHE IS STILL ALIVE TODAY CURRENTLY SHE IS 54.
RESOURCES

- HTTP://WWW.FSMITHA.COM/TIME/1965.HTM
- HTTPS://PARADE.COM/955587/KELSEYPELZER/HARRY-POTTER-QUOTES/
THE END